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RESEARCH OUTPUT

Breath Drawing 22.06.16
Detail of surface texture

Breath Drawing comprises a phenomenological, systemsbased drawing methodology for investigating the individual
experience of the physical world and a body of drawings
generated in the process of developing and testing this
methodology, exhibited between 2018 and 2019.
Rooting his practice both in a theoretical and experiential understanding
of drawing as phenomenology and in a tradition of reductive and
rule-based drawing methods, Bullen focused in particular on how
touch, receptivity and a ‘balance of agency and surrender’ (Bullen,
Fox, and Lyon, 2017) can enable the understanding and articulation
of experience. He developed an approach to embodied, experiential
practice in which he set conscious limits on his artistic agency, mobilised
an awareness of his physicality through breath work and focused his
sense of presence.
The body of drawings was developed in two distinct places and phases:
45 drawings were made in Gordon House in 2018, a listed building
undergoing renovation which offered an environment of physical
change during the three visits made to the location; a second body of
20 drawings was made in a studio setting. Each location functioned as a
catalyst, providing a different context and conditions in which to test the
emerging methodology.
The resulting bodies of drawings were exhibited in Brighton (2018),
Oslo (2019) and Margate (2019), generating further insight into
the ways in which this drawing practice might be understood. The
research was further disseminated through workshop presentations and
two journal articles.
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‘Touching the World Lightly’
Artistic Research Week
Galleri Seilduken, Academy of Arts
Oslo, Norway, 2019
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BREATH DRAWINGS, 2016

Access to film at https://vimeo.com/178315494

Access to film at https://vimeo.com/178315633
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Breath Drawing 22.06.16
30 x 30 cm
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Breath Drawing 03.07.16
30 x 30 cm
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Breath Drawing 01.08.16
30 x 30 cm
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Breath Drawing

Breath Drawing 22.06.16
(above) Detail, actual size
(overleaf) Details of
surface textures, recto and verso
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BREATH DRAWINGS, GORDON HOUSE, 2018

Access to film at https://vimeo.com/474613213

Access to film at https://vimeo.com/474621354
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Breath Drawing

Gordon House
Exhibited in situ
Gordon House, Margate
November-December 2019
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Breath Drawing

Gordon House number 1
10.05.18
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Gordon House number 4
10.05.18
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Breath Drawing

Gordon House number 9
10.05.18
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Breath Drawing

Gordon House number 16
10.05.18
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Breath Drawing

Gordon House number 18
10.05.18
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Breath Drawing

Gordon House number 27
21.7.18
(detail)
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Gordon House
number 5 20.7.18
Shortly after completion including
materials and residue of practice

The development of Bullen’s drawing methodology involved
application of theoretical influences from John Dewey (2005),
Alva Noë (2012), Mark Johnson (2007), Jon Kabat-Zinn (1994)
and Fransisco J. Varela, Evan Thompson and Eleanor Rosch
(2016), to an in-depth reflective investigation of a specific
approach to manual drawing within selected locations.
This resulted in the questions:
1.

How can a rule-based approach to non-representational, manual
drawing be used to investigate the artist’s individual experience of
place?

2.

How can mindfulness and meditational breathing impact the
receptivity of the artist to drawing and place?
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
This research contributes to and builds
upon discussions that position drawing as
phenomenology (Rosand, 2002; Harty, 2012;
Grisewood, 2012) and extends knowledge
of how drawing practice can be a means
to understand presence and place through
mindfulness and meditation theory and
practice.

The research here developed further the
understanding of making as an embodied act, one
in which the artist is engaged with instructional and
habitual practices as ‘continuous acts of doing’ (Jacob
2004). It moves into new research territory by testing
this against the tenets of mindfulness which describe
a practice of ‘non-doing’ (Kabat-Zinn, 1994). Bullen
aligns mindfulness with the techniques developed
for these bodies of drawing: making horizontal lines
or circling points one after the other in sequence is a
strategy that oscillates between contraries, enabling
mind-body attunement and focusing attention on
the relationship between activity and the sense of
presence. For this, he draws on Alva Noë, for whom
presence is something we earn and may achieve
through experience and engagement, ‘grounded
in availability and access and... achieved in full
understanding of its manifest fragility’ (Noë, 2012).

The methodology was first developed during a short
research project considering the value of drawing
as a tool for investigating a specific place. This was
triggered by the earmarking of an old market hall
on Circus Street, Brighton, repurposed for a time
as a cultural and educational venue, for demolition
and redevelopment. Making drawings in this
transitional place led to Bullen’s realisation that his
drawing practice was phenomenological. The empty
shell of the building he drew in, once a thriving
marketplace, resonated at the time with his own
experience of recent parental loss. The atmosphere
of transition, of imminent demolition, had a profound
and visceral impact.

Deborah Harty suggests that ‘repetitive processes
are phenomenological... and have the potential to
record both the drawer’s mind and the drawing’s
own making’, and such a process generates a
‘fluctuating’ state of consciousness which fuses
awareness between internal and external features
(Harty, 2012). Bullen’s drawing practice investigates
this by blending approaches, specifically: the
phenomenology of lived experience, including
the notion that art resides in our experience
(Dewey, 2005; Noë, 2012; Johnson, 2007), Eastern
philosophies of Zen Buddhism (Kasulis, 1985),
Japanese aesthetics (Lomas, 2017; Blaser, 1963) and
mindfulness practices they have been interpreted in
the West (Kabat-Zinn, 1994; Varela, Thompson and
Rosch, 2016).

This experience was accompanied by negations,
challenges and contradictions. In asking what it was
about this place at this precise moment in time that
triggered such a momentarily destabilising response,
Bullen became convinced of the lack of distinction
between making and lived experience. Furthermore,
he discovered that imposing limits and focusing on
very specific surfaces to make non-representational,
repetitive drawings enabled him to ground and
process his experience. From this Bullen developed
a drawing process involving submission to selfimposed rules as a means of intimately engaging with
material and physical spaces. This brought into being
a dynamic interchange between the hand, drawing
material and the rhythm of breathing.
Bullen situates the body of drawings within a
first person, experience-based arts methodology
‘whereby theory emerges from a reflexive practice
at the same time that practice is informed by
theory’ (Barrett and Bolt, 2007). More specifically,
he investigates the way in which repetitive,
reductive, non-representational manual drawing
can be a sensory and contemplative engagement
with place. His approach to drawing is aligned to
mindfulness meditation, with specific reference to the
thinking of Kabat-Zinn (1994) and Varela, Thompson
and Rosch (2016).
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RESEARCH PROCESS
Bullen’s research examined how mental and bodily experiences
are interwoven and transactional with their surroundings. In
order to investigate this systematically, he experimented by
applying and developing his drawing methodology in two
contrasting settings: his studio, and a historical building where
he had been invited to take up a residency, namely Gordon
House, Margate.
Bullen’s initial drawing methodology was based on the bodily rhythm of
breathing, integrating this with his repetitive and reductive mark-making
as a means of producing a sense of mindful presence and consciousness
of place. The studio-produced ‘Breath Drawings’ (2016) involved
detailed planning, beginning with computational methods to plot a
design, after which Bullen created a series of marks and indentations,
working consciously with the rhythm of breathing and focusing on the
sense of touch and gesture of the drawing hand/tool on the surface.
This associated the experience of drawing with a quality of engagement,
immediacy and acuity of perception, in which ‘touch can be as optical
as vision’ (Ingold, 2011). Touch emerged clearly as the primary physical
sense in this process and what was produced on paper was a set of
marks that had individuality, yet also had evident repetition.
Bullen sought to achieve an evolution of this method in the Gordon
House works, further developing and testing his mindful, reductive
approach as a response to place. Recognising his own bodily response
to the building’s state of flux, he began to change his mark-making to
take the form of ruling parallel lines. The uneven nature of the surfaces
brought characteristic interruptions in process, which, in turn, produced
distortions in the drawn lines. For each drawing Bullen made 39
horizontal lines five millimetres apart, using a pencil and ruler on 30x30
centimetre layout paper laid on a range of surfaces. He drew to a rhythm
concurrent with the inhalation and exhalation of his breath so that each
line became a record of the moment of its making, determined by
factors that sent the line in directions beyond his control. This resulted in
a sense of the ‘balance of agency and surrender’ (Bullen, Fox and Lyon,
2017).
In his studio drawings, Bullen had tested the possibilities of materials
through the handling of a variety of sizes and grades of graphite, papers
and different rulers, from a standard straight edge to a French curve.
For the drawings made at Gordon House he chose to use the same
pencil (an HB graphite stick, in a holder), the same ruler and the same
size and weight of the paper, as a means to inhabit and stay close to the
physicality of the surfaces.
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Gordon House number 12
20.7.18
Exhibited in situ
Gordon House, Margate
September-November 2019

UNIVERSITY OF BRIGHTON

Breath Drawing
Gordon House number 22
20.7.18
(left) Making the drawing
(below) Detail of completed
drawing

Bullen drawing
‘Gordon House
number 22 20.7.18’
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS
Bullen identified, theorised and tested a drawing methodology
that enabled him to engage with place through meditational
and mindfulness-based breathing techniques. This uses rhythm,
repetition and rules in his drawing practice as a framework for
attuning his attention and increasing his experience of being
present in the space. This in turn enabled him to manifest
details of his physical environment within his drawings in nonrepresentational ways. The methodology is one that can be
transferred to different types of physical environment and offers
a framework for further research into how place is experienced
and contemplative modes of manual drawing.
The mark-making activities involved in Bullen’s drawing process appear,
superficially, to be repetitive patterning. When the finished artefacts
are considered, however, the marks are unique, representing a breath
and a momentary experience in unique conditions. The ruling of
straight lines in tightly defined measurement, rather than offering a
purely predetermined and abstract image, bring out the particularities
of the transitory engagement between artist and location. They reveal
the necessity of a direct, physical process, shaped partly by choice of
materials and also by bodily positioning as the artist knelt, stood or sat
to draw (Bullen, 2019). The resulting drawings consist not only of visible
drawn marks on the paper but also a physical embossing and occasional
rupture to the surface.
Bullen discovered a dynamic interchange in which the site of activity,
whether studio or visited building, became understood as a catalyst,
acting upon the artist in unexpected ways. The ways in which experience
and, in particular, the experience of presence at this site was registered
is suggested rather than represented through the finished drawings.
The series of works made at Gordon House were exhibited in situ,
highlighting the ruptured and textured surfaces of the paper and
interior spaces where the drawings were made and calling attention
to the relationship between them. They foregrounded the building as
palimpsest, exposed by the process of renovation. Yet separate from
this setting, their relationship with place is further abstracted and places
greater emphasis on the artist’s own bodily rhythms and experience.
The knowledge has been shared through a series of artist’s talks and two
journal articles.

Gordon House number 8
10.05.18
Drawing process and detail of
completed drawing
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DISSEMINATION
Exhibitions
‘Breath Drawing’ (12 - 29 March, 2018) Marks Make Meaning: Drawing
across disciplines. University of Brighton. http://arts.brighton.ac.uk/
whats-on/gallery/gallery-exhibitions-2018/marks-make-meaningdrawing-across-disciplines
‘Touching the World Lightly’ (21 -25 January, 2019 ) Artistic Research
Week, Galleri Seilduken, Oslo National Academy of the Arts, Oslo,
Norway. https://khio.no/en/events/755
‘Gordon House’ (30 November - 11 December, 2019) Gordon House,
Margate. https://www.gordonhousemargate.com/news

Publications
Bullen, D., Fox, J. and Lyon, P. (2017) ‘Practice-infused drawing research:
being present and making present’. Drawing: Research, Theory,
Practice, 2(1). https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/intellect/
drtp/2017/00000002/00000001/art00009
Bullen (2019) ‘Practicing presence: drawing near and far’. TRACEY
journal, 14 (1). https://ojs.lboro.ac.uk/TRACEY/article/view/2541

Conferences and presentations
Bullen, D. (2015) ‘Touching the world lightly’ The visual and the verbal,
University of Brighton, Brighton, 17 June.
Bullen, D. and Radvan J. (2015) ‘Drawing urban spaces: a method
of researching, navigating and articulating a sense of place’ 4th
International Visual Methods Conference, University of Brighton, 17
September.
Bullen, D. and Rogers, A. (2015) ‘Both / And Drawing’. Thinking through
Drawing. Oxo Wharf, London.
Bullen, D. (2017) ‘Drawing presence’. Drawing | Phenomenology: Tracing
Lived Experience through Drawing. Loughborough University, 19
September.
Bullen, D. (2019) ‘Research through drawing.’ Poetics of Method, AHRC
Doctoral Training Partnership, Technē, University of Brighton, 2 July.
Bullen, D. (2019) ‘Drawing proximity: dwelling and being present’
Drawing Still Places: Drawing Heritages, Interdisciplinary workshop.
University of Évora, Colégio do Espírito Santo, 29 September. https://
drawingstillplaces.wixsite.com/dsp1/drawing-heritage-s
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Breath Drawing
(top and middle) Gordon House,
Margate, 2019
(bottom) Marks Make Meaning,
Brighton, 2018
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Breath Drawing 22.06.16
Detail of surface texture
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